WHY?

WHAT?

Physical mismatch between players
was highlighted as a possible
contributory factor to rugby injuries.
Talent identification platforms
available at schoolboy level has predominantly excluded those players
not formally from the well-resourced
former model C institutions –
resulting in a vast pool of untapped
talent

Rugby development programmes
superimpose adult norms and
perspectives and on young
performers.

Players from non-traditional path
ways are encumbered through lack
of high performance training and
subsequent mental maturity to perform optimally at a higher level.

A culture of explicit rather than
implicit coaching and training has
been the order of the day along with
key deficiencies in personal development from those outside the
traditional pathways.

Too much emphasis on size above all
else and number of game along with
performance testing and statistics
without context on selection, rather
than rugby ability and character

HOW
We bridge development and elite performance
We promote excellence and make a contribution to transformation in
South African Rugby.
Holistic development is paramount, we are the perfect fit between
high performance sport, education and personal development.
Incorporate bespoke, value-based and scientific programmes for individuals
to fundamentally improve sports , personal and career opportunities.

What if your athletes consistently showed up with a great attitude and gave a
great effort?
What if they regularly did their best, and also learned valuable life lessons
through sport?

We are specialists with an understanding of what specific needs and
capabilities young players require for their physical and mental development.
A program designed for competitive levels; by understanding patterns of
growth and need for personal and professional development.
The High Performance Rugby programme provides aspiring student-athletes
with an opportunity to maximize performance and break their talent ceiling.

We want athletes who are “ALL IN,” and we have the strategies
to engage them in ALL dimensions of their being.

OUR APPROACH
Our coaching philosophy is underpinned by values such as respect,
commitment, unity and discipline.
Our process is shaped by 3 Pillars (3P’s) focusing on the individual
as both a PLAYER & PERSON

PREPARE
Strength, Power, Speed, Agility, Technique
Functional competence (FC), fundamental, movement skills (FMS),
fundamental rugby skills, SKILLSET
PERFORM
Tactics, Awareness, Cohesion, Focus, Control FC, FMS,
advanced rugby skills and fitness capacity - MINDSET
PREVAIL
Identity, Character, Values, Purpose, Drive, Goals, Significance, Self-worth
Performance rugby and Movement Skills - HEARTSET

Leadership Development
Personal | Educational Programme

High Performance
Programme

Rugby Skills| Strength & Conditioning
Development

Athletes will have interrelated
activities which include theoretical,
scientific LIVE & DIGITAL lessons,
coaching, skills assessments,
progressions, developments of
mental strength, intelligence and
rugby abilities.
Future matches or training games
will be part of the programme and
analysed through video supports
when appropriate.
Our specialists are fundamentally
and scientifcally sound, skilled at
coaching the mind and focused on
capturing the heart

OUR SPECIALISTS

DIRECTOR
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MICHELLE HINDS
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Player Transition from Development to High Performance
Based on Istvan Balyi’s LTPD model (2004)

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
“GAMEPLAN 4 LIFE”

Personal Mastery
The focus of these group
sessions will be to explore
self-awareness, emotional
intelligence and mindset
Career Guidance
Any player unsure about
what he/she wants to do
outside of rugby can
complete psychometric
assessments after which
feedback is provided
about possible career
paths.

Life Skills
Finance 101
Anti-doping
Personal mastery
Computer skills
Public speaking
Time management
Vulnerabilities
Substance abuse
Social media ethics

Internship opportunities
We arrange job shadowing and internship opportunities.
Workplace readiness
We prepare our players for workplace readiness by
assisting them on

THE PLAYER PERFORMANCE PROGRAMME
Technical skill assessment and progressive development
Positional play
Tactical skill assessment and development
Game Management Development & Training analysis
Physical Assessment and Development
Expert coaching and fitness training
Performance analysis, Goal setting,
Medical and Functional Assessment & Support
Nutrition Support

RUGBY PERFORMANCE:
INDIVIDUAL PLAYER

Running (acceleration and deceleration)
Evasion skill
Ball familiarisation: wrist passing and catching
Picking up the ball and catching the high ball
Ball control in contact with the ground and opponents
Leg tackle (safety) and returning to play after contact
Promoting decision making that combines the above
Improve communication on attack and defence
FORWARDS/BACKS
Ensuring proper body position, binding, feet at the scrum
Throwing, restarts, lifting
Communication (wide attack, midfield attack)
Accurate execution from first and second-phase attack
Alignment, straight running and sympathetic passing
Understanding of attack/defensive systems/Phase Play

BENCHMARKS: RUGBY SKILLS

STRENGTH & CONDITIONING
Education to improve players’ overall functional
control, stability and range of motion through
major joints. There should be no emphasis on
weight lifted, but all emphasis on technique and
control.

“How well, not how much”
MUSCLE FACILITATION/CORE WORK (imbalance correction)
BASIC STRENGTH
HYPERTROPHY
CIRCUIT WORK
CONVERSION TO POWER
MAINTENANCE/PEAK
CARDIOVASCULAR
AEROBIC ACTIVATION
AEROBIC ENDURANCE
ANAEROBIC ACTIVATION
RUGBY RELATED FITNESS & NUTRITION

BENCHMARKS - C&S

RUGBY STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING MACROPLAN 2021
MONTHS

JUNE
PRE-SEASON

PHASES

JULY

AUG

SEPT

OCT

IN-SEASON

NOV

DEC

OFF-SEASON
REGENERATION

SUBPHASES

GENERAL PREP PHASE

SPECEFIC PREP PHASE

COMPETITION PHASE

GENERAL PREP PHASE 2022

SKILLS & FITNESS
TESTING

ANTHROPOMETRY

STRENGTH/POWER

WORK CAPACITY
SPEED

IDENTIFY BODY
COMPOSITION
GOALS

BODY COMPOSITION INTERVENTION

RE-EVALUATE
GOALS

BODY COMPOSITION INTERVENTION

BODY COMPOSITION INTERVENTION

ANATOMICAL ADAPTATION (teaching movements,
techniques, pillar strength)

INDIVIDUALISED PREHAB PROGRAM

RETAIN STRENGTH LEVELS @ LOWER VOLUME (2-6 REPS, 3-4 SETS)

HYPERTROPHY (MED INTENSITY,8-10 REPS, 3-4
SETS)

MAX STRENGTH (HIGH INTENSITY, 2-6
REPS,4-6 SETS)

POWER: RATE OF FORCE DEVELOPMENT,VELOCITY FOCUS, REACTIVE ABILITY

CROSS-TRAINING, PILLAR STRENGTH, REHAB,

POWER (BALISTICS, LOADED JUMPS, EXTENSIVE
PLYOS, MED INTENSITY)

POWER (HIGH INTENSITY, INTENSIVE
PLYOS)

GAME RELATED CONDITIONING, PURSUE MATCH DEMANDS WITHIN TRAINING SESSIONS VIA GPS

CROSS-TRAINING, EXTENSIVE TEMPO

POSITION SPECIFIC DRILLS, REACTIVE ABILITY, PURSUE MATCH DEMANDS

MECHANICS, CROSS TRAINING

AEROBIC/GLYCOLYTIC: SHORT
AEROBIC: LONG INTERVALS, EXTENSIVE
INTERVALS, INTENSIVE TEMPO,
TEMPO
SMALL SIDED GAMES, CONTACT
MECHANICS, CHANGE OF DIRECTION,
ACCELERATION

AGILITY, MAX VELOCTY,
RESISTED SPRINTS

1V1 WITH
DIETICIEN

NUTRTION

IDENTIFY BODY
COMPOSITION
GOALS

EATING PLAN
BASED ON
BODY COMP
ASSESSMENT

LOG BOOK TO MONITOR EATING PLAN

1V1 WITH
DIETICIEN

LOG BOOK TO MONITOR EATING PLAN

